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Abstract
In this paper we propose a method for a rating prediction task. Each review consists of
several ratings for a product, namely aspects.
To predict the ratings of the aspects, we utilize not only aspect words, but also aspect sentences. First, our method detects aspect sentences by using a machine learning technique.
Then, it incorporates words extracted from aspect sentences with aspect word features. For
estimating aspect likelihood of each word, we
utilize the variance of words among aspects.
Finally, it generates classifiers for each aspect
by using the extracted features based on the
aspect likelihood. Experimental result shows
the effectiveness of features from aspect sentences.

1 Introduction
As the World Wide Web rapidly grows, a huge number of online documents are easily accessible on the
Web. Finding information relevant to user needs has
become increasingly important. The most important
information on the Web is usually contained in the
text. We obtain a huge number of review documents
that include user’s opinions for products. Buying
products, users usually survey the product reviews.
More precise and effective methods for evaluating
the products are useful for users. Many researchers
have recently studied extraction and classification of
opinions, namely sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee,
2008).
For sentiment analysis, one of the most primitive
studies is to classify a document into two classes;

positive and negative opinions (Pang et al., 2002;
Turney, 2002). One simple extension of p/n classification is a rating prediction task. It is a finer-grained
task, as compared with the p/n classification. Several
researchers have challenged rating prediction tasks
in reviews (Goldberg and Zhu, 2006; Li et al., 2011;
Okanohara and Tsujii, 2005; Pang and Lee, 2005).
They are called “seeing stars.” These tasks handled an overall rating in the prediction. However,
each review contains many descriptions about several aspects of a product. For example, they are “performance”, “user-friendliness” and “portability” for
laptop PCs and “script”, “casting” and “music” for
movies. Since reviewers judge not only the overall polarity for a product but also details for it, predicting stars of several aspects in a review is also
one of the most important tasks in sentiment analysis, instead of a single overall rating. There are several studies to predict some stars in a review, namely
“seeing several stars” or “aspect ratings” (Gupta et
al., 2010; Pappas and Popescu-Belis, 2014; Shimada
and Endo, 2008; Snyder and Barzilay, 2007).
In this paper we propose a method for a rating prediction task with some aspects. In other words, we
focus on multi-scale and multi-aspects rating prediction for reviews. We handle video game reviews
with seven aspects and zero to five stars. Here we
also focus on feature extraction for the prediction.
The most common approach is usually based on feature extraction from all sentences in each review.
However, all sentences in a review do not always
contribute to the prediction of a specific aspect in
the review. In other words, the methods handling
a review globally are not always suitable to gener-
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ate a model for rating prediction. In addition, Pang
and Lee (2004) mentioned that classifying sentences
in documents into subjective or objective was effective for p/n classification. In a similar way, for the
aspect rating tasks, aspect identification of each sentence and use of aspect sentences for feature extraction might contribute to the improvement for rating
prediction. Therefore, the proposed method identifies the aspect of each sentence in each review
first. Then, it extracts features for prediction models of seven aspects from all sentences and aspect
sentences, on the basis of the variance of words. Finally, it generates prediction models based on Support Vector Regression (SVR) for seven aspects.

2

Reviews with seven aspects
Aspect identification
of sentences
Estimation of aspect words
Classifiers for seven aspects
Estimated values of seven aspects
Figure 1: The outline of our method.

3 The proposed method

Related work

Snyder and Barzilay (2007) have proposed a method
for multiple aspect ranking using the good grief
algorithm. The method utilized the dependencies among aspect ratings to improve the accuracy.
Gupta et al. (2010) also have reported methods for
rating prediction. They discussed several features
and methods for a restaurant review task. They also
modified the method based on rating predictors and
different predictors for joint assignment of ratings.
These methods did not always focus on aspects of
each word in reviews.
Shimada and Endo (2008) have proposed a
method based on word variance for seeing several
stars. They focused on aspect likelihood of each
word. The basic idea of our method in this paper
is also based on the variance of words in each aspect. However, they computed the variance from
all sentences in reviews. On the other hand, our
method also focuses on aspect sentences for the
computation of the word variance. Pappas and
Popescu-Belis (2014) have proposed a method using
multiple-instance learning for aspect rating prediction. Their method estimated the weight of each sentences for the prediction. The weights led to the explanation of each aspect. They estimated the aspect
weights of each sentence directly in their model. On
the other hand, our method identifies the aspect of
each sentence by using a machine learning method
separately.
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In this section, we explain the proposed method.
Figure 1 shows the outline of our method. It consists of two parts; aspect identification of sentences
and estimation of aspect likelihood of words. First,
our method identifies the aspects of each sentence in
reviews. Then, it estimates aspect likelihood of each
word for each aspect, namely aspect words and the
weight for each aspect, from aspect sentences and all
sentences in reviews. Finally, it generates classifiers
for each aspect by using the extracted features based
on the aspect likelihood.
3.1 Target data
There are many review documents of various products on the Web. In this paper we handle review
documents about video games. Figure 2 shows an
example of a review document. The review documents consist of evaluation criteria, their ratings,
positive opinions (pros text), negative opinions (cons
text) and comments (free text) for a video game.
The number of aspects, namely evaluation criteria,
is seven: “Originality (o)”, “Graphics (g)”, “Music
(m)”, “Addiction (a)”, “Satisfaction (s)”, “Comfort
(c)”, and “Difficulty (d)”. The range of the ratings,
namely stars, is zero to five points.
We extract review documents from a Web site1 .
The site establishes a guideline for contributions of
reviews and the reviews are checked on the basis of
the guideline. As a result, the reviews unfitting for
1

http://ndsmk2.net
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Seven aspects and the values:
Originality: 3pts, Graphics: 3pts, ....

<m p>The music is incredibly powerful sound!</>
Positive (p) about the aspect “Music (m)”
<s n>It lacks a feeling of accomplishment after finishing.</>
Negative (n) about the aspect “Satisfaction (s)”
<g,s p,p>Since the graphics was beautiful, we got the satisfaction

Pros Text

from just watching them.</>
Combined tags are acceptable:
Positive (p) about the aspects “Graphics (g)” and “Satisfaction (s)”

Figure 3: Examples of aspect annotation of sentences.

Cons Text

The vector value of a word is computed as follows:
Free Text

val(aspi , wj ) =

Figure 2: An example of a review document.

the guideline are rejected. Therefore the documents
on the site are good quality reviews.
3.2 Aspect identification
First, we identify the aspects of sentences in reviews.
For the purpose, we need to construct a aspectsentence corpus. One annotator detects an evaluative expression from reviews. Then, the annotator
selects not only sentences but also short phrases as
the evaluative expression. Next, the annotator gives
the annotation tags to the detected expression. The
annotation tag consists of the polarity and the aspect.
Some sentences contain multiple aspect tags. Figure
3 shows examples of the annotation.
We apply a simple machine learning approach
with BOW features for the identification process.
We employ Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the
machine learning approach (Vapnik, 1995). We use
nouns, adjectives and adverbs as features for SVM.
The feature vector is as follows:
f = {w1a , w2a , ..., wna a , w1c , ...wnc c , ..., w1s , ..wns s }
where wx denotes a word w in an aspect x, and
x ∈ {a, c, d, g, m, o, s} (See Section 3.1). nx denotes the number of words appearing in an aspect x.
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numij
sent(aspi )

(1)

where numij and sent(aspi ) denote the frequency
of a word wj in an aspect aspi and the number of
sentences belonging to an aspect aspi , respectively.
This is a normalization process because the numbers of sentences belonging to each aspect are nonuniform. We generate seven classifiers for seven aspects using the features and values; the classifier for
the aspect “Addiction (a)” or not, the classifier for
the aspect “Comfort (c)” or not, and so on. Figure 4
shows the aspect identification process2 . We use the
SVMlight package3 with all parameters set to their
default values (Joachims, 1998).
3.3 Rating prediction
Removing non-informative text from training data
leads to the improvement of the accuracy (Fang et
al., 2010). In this task, a word does not always contribute to all aspects. A word usually relates to one
or two aspects. Therefore, estimating a relation between a word and each aspect is the most important
task for the rating prediction. It improves the performance.
We introduce a variance-based feature selection
proposed by (Shimada and Endo, 2008) into this
process. They obtained small improvement in terms
of an error rate by using the variance-based feature
selection. The basic idea is to extract words appearing frequently with the same point (stars) regarding
2

Note that the method does not estimate the polarity, namely
positive or negative, in this process.
3
http://svmlight.joachims.org
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Yes
No

Classifier for Comfort (c)

Yes
No

Classifier for Difficulty (d)

Yes
No

Classifier for Graphics (g)

Yes
No

Classifier for Music (m)

Yes
No

Classifier for Originality (o)

Yes
No

Classifier for Satisfaction (s)

Yes
No

Input sentences

Classifier for Addiction (a)

words from all sentences and aspect-sentences, respectively. A vector of an aspect y for a review x is
as follows:
al

al

al

ap

ap

ap

al

al

al

rxy = {w1p , w2p , ...., wip , w1c , w2c , ...., wic ,
ap

ap

ap

w1p , w2p , ...., wjp , w1c , w2c , ...., wjc }

We apply the vector into a machine learning approach. In this paper, we employ a linear support
vector regression (SVR). This is one of straightforward methods for this task. Related studies also
used SVR for the rating inference task (Okanohara
and Tsujii, 2005; Pang and Lee, 2005; Shimada and
Endo, 2008). We generate seven classifiers for seven
aspects using the selected features. We also use the
SVMlight for SVR.

Aspect-sentence corpus

4 Experiment
Figure 4: The sentence-aspect identification.

an evaluation criterion (aspect). It is computed as
follows:
1
var(waj ) =
m

n
∑

(real(ri , aj ) − ave(waj ))

2

i=0,w∈ri

(2)
where aj is an aspect. m and n are the document
frequency (df ) of a word w and the number of documents respectively. real(ri , aj ) and ave(waj ) are
the actual rating of aj in ri and the average score of
w for aj . We use w of which the var is a threshold
or less.
We apply the variance-based feature selection to
aspect sentences extracted in Section 3.2 and all sentences in pros and cons text areas4 . We use MeCab
for the morphological analysis5 . We select words
belonging to “noun”, “adjective” and “adverb”. Finally, we extract words as features on the basis of
the word frequency (f req) and the value var. In
addition, we distinguish words in the pros text areas and the cons text areas. In other words, for
a word wi , a word in the pros text areas is wip
and a word in the cons text areas is wic . Besides,
al
we distinguish words from all sentences (wix ) and
ap
aspect-sentences (wjx ). i and j are the numbers of
4

We ignore sentences in the free text area in Fig. 2.
http://mecab.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/
mecab/doc/index.html
5
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In this section, we describe two experiments about
the aspect identification of sentences and the rating
prediction. For the rating prediction, we evaluate the
effectiveness of the aspect-sentences.
4.1 Aspect identification
The annotated corpus for the aspect identification
consisted of 4719 sentences. Table 1 shows the distribution of aspects6 . The table shows that there
were large differences among aspects. Machine
learning with unbalanced data usually leads to generation of a wrong classifier. Therefore, we adjusted
the number of sentences in the training data (uses )
for each classifier by using the following equation.
uses (aspi , aspj ) = reals (aspj ) ×

reals (aspi )
alls − reals (aspi )
(3)

where aspi and aspj denote the target aspect and
the others, respectively. reals (aspj ) denotes the
number of sentences of an aspect aspj and alls is the
number of sentences in the corpus, 4719 in this experiment. The instance about Addiction (a) is shown
in Table 2. Since the number of sentences in the Addiction (a), aspi , was 429, the sum of the others was
427.
We evaluated our method with 10-fold cross validation. The criteria are the precision, recall and Fvalue. Table 3 shows the experimental result. The
6

Note that more than half of sentences in the corpus contained two or three aspects.
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Aspect
Addiction (a)
Comfort (c)
Difficulty (d)
Graphics (g)
Music (m)
Originality (o)
Satisfaction (s)

# of sentences
429
354
353
230
258
2339
2252

Table 1: The aspects and the number of sentences.

Aspect
Addiction (a)
Comfort (c)
Difficulty (d)
Graphics (g)
Music (m)
Originality (o)
Satisfaction (s)
Average

Precision
0.941
0.772
0.738
0.890
0.404
0.805
0.746
0.756

Recall
0.186
0.249
0.272
0.630
0.353
0.559
0.562
0.402

F-value
0.310
0.377
0.398
0.738
0.377
0.660
0.641
0.525

Table 3: The experimental result of aspect identification.

Aspect
Addiction (a)
Comfort (c)
Difficulty (d)
Graphics (g)
Music (m)
Originality (o)
Satisfaction (s)

Original
429
354
353
230
258
2339
2252

Training
429
26
26
17
427
19
173
166

Table 2: Downsized and adjusted training data for Addiction (a)

aspects “Originality” and “Satisfaction” obtained
comparatively higher accuracy rates because they
consisted of sufficient training data. Sentences of
the aspect “Graphics” tended to contain direct expressions related to graphics, such as “beautiful.” In
addition, they were usually simple sentences; “The
graphics are ... .” The aspect identification about
the aspects “Addiction”, “Comfort” and “Difficulty”
were difficult tasks. In comparison with the aspect
“Graphics”, sentences of these aspects did not always contain direct expressions; e.g., “I play this
game every day” for “Addiction”, “There are many
situations about pressing A when I need to push B”
for “Comfort”, and “The enemy in the water area
is too clever” for “Difficulty.” This was one reason
that the recall rates of them were extremely low, as
compared with others. It is difficult to identify these
aspects correctly, especially with a small dataset.
4.2 Rating prediction
Next, we evaluated our method for the rating prediction. We prepared three different sizes of training data; (ds1) 933 reviews about 7 games, (ds2)
2629 reviews about 37 games and (ds3) 3464 re-
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views about 44 games. They were balanced data
sets. In other word, each data set contained reviews
about products with high and low scores uniformly.
These data sets did not contain any reviews that were
used in the aspect identification of sentences in Section 4.1. For the determination of the thresholds
about the aspect likelihood var and the word frequency (f req) in Section 3.3, we also prepared the
development data set consisting of 76 reviews. If we
set high thresholds for them, we might obtain features with high confidence about each aspect. However, too thigh thresholds usually generate a zerovector, which does not contain any features. We estimated these thresholds, which did not generate a
zero-vector, from the development data. In this experiment, var and f req for all sentences were less
than 1.5 and more then 3, and var and f req for
aspect-sentences were less than 0.5 and more than
4, respectively.
We evaluated our method with the leave-one-out
cross-validation for the three data sets. The criterion for the evaluation was the mean squared error
(MSE).
1∑
(out(dij ) − real(dij ))2
n
n

M SEj =

(4)

i=1

where i and j denote a review and an aspect in the
review respectively. out and real are the output of
a method and the actual rating in a review respectively. We converted the outputs of the SVR into
integral value with half adjust because it was continuous. The MSE is one of important criteria for
the rating inference task because not all mistakes of
estimation with the methods are equal. For example, assume that the actual rating of a criterion is 4.
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Aspect
Addiction (a)
Comfort (c)
Difficulty (d)
Graphics (g)
Music (m)
Originality (o)
Satisfaction (s)
Average

data (ds1)
Baseline Proposed
1.146
1.047
0.887
0.881
0.855
0.856
0.704
0.674
0.665
0.654
0.770
0.772
1.296
1.110
0.903
0.856

data (ds2)
Baseline Proposed
1.203
1.054
0.975
0.944
0.888
0.872
0.693
0.644
0.719
0.666
0.757
0.766
1.210
1.036
0.921
0.854

data (ds2)
Baseline Proposed
1.288
1.068
0.980
0.901
0.864
0.866
0.711
0.677
0.715
0.671
0.789
0.759
1.266
1.055
0.944
0.857

Table 4: The experimental result of the rating prediction.

In this situation, the mistake of estimating it as 3 is
better than the mistake of estimating it as 1.
We compared our method7 with a baseline. The
baseline did not use any aspect-sentence information. In other words, it was based on (Shimada and
Endo, 2008). Table 4 shows the experimental result.
Our method outperformed the baseline for all data
sets. The improvements were 0.047 (approximately
5% on the error rate) for the data (ds1), 0.066 (approximately 7% on the error rate) for the data (ds2)
and 0.087 (approximately 9% on the error rate) for
the data (ds3). For the data (ds2) and (ds3), our
method yielded significant differences at p < 0.05
by t-test. The results show the effectiveness of the
aspect identification of sentences and the feature extraction based on the aspect-sentences. In addition,
the MSE values on the proposed method were stable
although those on the baseline decreased when the
size of the data set was changed. This result show
the proposed method is robust in the case that noise
in training data increases.
4.3 Discussion
A review does not always consist of sentences related to all aspects. Reviews often do not contain any
sentences related to an aspect. Gupta et al. (2010)
reported that only 62% of user given ratings have
supporting text for ratings of the aspects in their review data. In (Shimada and Endo, 2008), it was approximately 75% in their dataset, which was similar
to our dataset. Therefore, we computed the content
7

Note that the method used the aspect-sentences identified
automatically in the previous section. They were not oracle
data.
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rate of aspect-sentences in each data set. The rate is
computed by
CR =

N umAspRev
N umRev

(5)

where N umAspRev denotes the number of reviews which contain identified aspect-sentences.
N umRev is the number of reviews about an aspect
in the data set.
We computed the CR values for the three data sets
and the development data. Table 5 shows the CR values of all aspects on each data set. The CR values on
the development data was a kind of oracle situation
because the sentences in the data were annotated by
human. From the CR on the development in Table 5,
approximately 30% of reviews in our data set were
missing the textual support for some aspects in the
reviews. This is one reason that the MSE values in
Section 4.2 were not sufficient. In other words, owing to lack of textual information, the aspect rating
prediction is essentially a difficult task.
The CR values of the aspects “Addiction”, “Comfort” and “Difficulty” on the three test data set were
lower than the development data. The accuracy of
the aspect identification in Table 3 shows a similar trend. On the other hand, the CR of the aspect
“Music” was too high, as compared with the development data. This was caused by the low precision
rate of the aspect identification (also see Table 3).
To improve the accuracy of the aspect identification
leads to the improvement of the rating prediction.
The improvement of these recall and precision rates
for these aspects is one of the important tasks.
As you can see from Table 5, the rating prediction
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Aspect
Addiction (a)
Comfort (c)
Difficulty (d)
Graphics (g)
Music (m)
Originality (o)
Satisfaction (s)
Average

development
0.750
0.934
0.631
0.408
0.237
0.961
0.961
0.697

data (ds1)
0.330
0.229
0.227
0.410
0.478
0.927
0.912
0.502

data (ds2)
0.340
0.307
0.231
0.426
0.477
0.961
0.954
0.528

data (ds3)
0.337
0.287
0.232
0.424
0.479
0.968
0.958
0.526

Table 5: The content rate of aspect-sentences.

in the proposed method used only approximately
50% of the identified aspect-utterances. Moreover, 25% of sentences in the aspect identification
were wrong (see the average precision rate in Table 3). Despite the fact that the input data of the
rating prediction contained many mistakes, the proposed method with aspect-sentences outperformed
the baseline without aspect-sentences. The result
shows that the aspect-sentences are essentially effective to predict aspect ratings even if they contain
misrecognized data. If the accuracy of the aspect
identification is improved, the accuracy of the rating
prediction is also improved. Therefore, the improvement of the aspect identification is the most important future work. The identification task in our study
is a multi-label classification problem. Applying
multi-label learning such as (Zhang and Zhou, 2007)
to the task is one of the most interesting approaches
although we used a binary classifier based on SVMs.
Another problem in the identification task was the
unbalance data. As we mentioned in Section 4.1,
we handled this problem by adjusting the number of
sentences in the training data. Under such circumstances, Complement Naive Bayes (CNB) (Rennie
et al., 2003) is often effective. Applying this method
to the task is interesting. Besides, we applied a classification method in the identification task. The recall rate was not sufficient. An extraction approach
based on bootstrapping (Etzioni et al., 2004; Riloff
and Jones, 1999), which uses the extracted aspectsentences as seeds, is also an interesting approach to
obtain more aspect sentences in the data.
In this experiment, we used SVR to estimate the
ratings in a document. The SVR is often utilized
in rating inference tasks. However, Pang and Lee
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(2005) have proposed a method based on a metric
labeling formulation for a rating inference problem.
The results of these studies denote that SVR is not
always the best classifier for this task. Koppel and
Schler (2006) have discussed a problem of use of regression for multi-class classification tasks and proposed a method based on optimal stacks of binary
classifiers. Tsutsumi et al. (2007) have proposed a
method based on the combination of several methods for sentiment analysis. We need to consider
other methods for the improvement of the accuracy.
We estimated aspect likelihood based on a variance of each word. Kobayashi et al. (2004) have proposed a method to extract attribute-value pairs from
reviews. The attributes relate to aspects in our work.
Wilson et al. (2004) have proposed a method to classify the strength of opinions. Sentiment word dictionaries with aspects and strength are useful for the
rating prediction. Besides, Kobayashi et al. (2005)
have expanded their work with an anaphora resolution technique. To identify the aspect of a sentence more correctly, context information in reviews
is also important.
In this paper, the aspects for the rating prediction
are given. Yu et al. (2011) have proposed an aspect
ranking method for reviews. They identified important product aspects automatically from reviews.
Aspect mining is also interesting future work.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a multi-scale and multiaspects rating prediction method based on aspectsentences. The target reviews contained seven aspects with six rating points. Despite the fact that the
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input data of the rating prediction contained many
mistakes, namely lack of 50% and misrecognition
of 25%, the proposed method with aspect-sentences
outperformed the baseline without aspect-sentences.
The experimental results show the effectiveness of
the aspect identification of sentences in reviews for
the rating prediction. Therefore, the improvement
of the aspect identification of sentences is the most
important future work.
In this paper, we dealt with only predicting ratings in reviews. However, estimating relations between aspects and words is beneficial for many sentiment analysis tasks. Yu et al. (2011) reported that
the extracted aspects improved the performance of
a document-level sentiment classification. Applying
the result and knowledge from the rating prediction
in this paper to other tasks, such as summarization
(Gerani et al., 2014; Shimada et al., 2011), is also
interesting future work.
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